THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN
CONSIDERING ONSITE
MASSAGE
8 Important Factors when considering
potential Onsite Massage providers

DISCOVER BENEFITS YOU DIDN'T
EVEN REALIZE.
Because of the sensitive and trusted nature of massage, it’s
imperative to perform thorough due diligence in vetting
potential providers before bringing massage onsite.

8 Factors to Consider for
Workplace Massage Vendors
Offering massage therapy onsite has the potential to yield countless benefits to you and your
employees.

As a matter of fact, employees at Google consider onsite massage therapy one of the “coolest
perks” offered. Workplace massage has been demonstrated to:
reduce employee tension and stress
increase creativity and productivity
enhance talent recruitment and retention
boost morale and immunity

Aside from those benefits, it has also been noted to have a positive effect on risk management
activities, such as workers compensation claims for repetitive stress injuries (RSI) and other
welfare benefits along with the associated costs of lost time and productivity.

Background Checks
All Tennessee Licensed Massage Therapists (LMT) undergo a mandatory background check upon initial
licensure. Subsequent background checks, however, are at the sole discretion of the provider or employer.

TIP: Discuss the following with your potential vendors:
Frequency of Background Checks of their LMTs
Background Check Level (depth & detail of information checked)
Background Check Type (Criminal, Employment Verification, Licensure Verification, Registry Checks, etc.)

Determining these items can provide you with a greater measure of comfort in the LMTs who will be working
with your employees.

Licensing/Certifications
In Tennessee, massage therapists are healthcare providers and, as such, their license status and disciplinary

Tennessee Board of Massage Licensure Verification Report for all LMTs
should be provided or completed before service. This insures that the LMTs working with your
record are public. A current

team/employees are in good standing with the state board.

TIP:

If your provider does not offer or provide a report, you can complete an independent search on the

Tennessee Department of Health’s website:
https://www.tn.gov/health/health-program-areas/health-professional-boards/ml-board.html
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certifications also require a higher level of compliance and ongoing continuing education.

For more information, please call 865.238.4224.
Learn more about TactionRx by visiting tactionrx.com.
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Insurance Coverage
No one wants bad things to happen, but in the event that something does, it's always good to know you're
covered. Ensuring the provider and all therapists have adequate professional liability insurance helps protect you,
your employees, and everyone involved.

TIP: Request a Certificate of Insurance

from your vendors to make sure that their insurance meets all guidelines

set forth by your company.

Professional Experience
Experience matters. The practice of massage therapy is both science and art. Safe and effective bodywork
requires years of experience gaining the requisite knowledge and skills to treat varying levels of health and fitness.
Many health conditions require physical accommodations and/or technique modification(s). Experienced therapists
are familiar and comfortable working with employees at every age and life stage.

TIP: Ask

the vendor about the experience of the specific LMTs they'll be sending to your workplace. Make sure you

ask specific questions such as: "Do your therapists modify massage techniques to fit different individuals? And can
you provide examples of that?"

Employment Classification & Training
Are LMTs treated as employees or independent contractors of the provider? Many providers engage LMTs as
independent contractors which greatly limits the provider’s control over the therapists. Those who hire therapists as
employees can ensure a much higher degree of training, consistency and quality control in service delivery.

TIP:

Ask if the provider treats LMTs as employees or as independent contractors. Be sure to ask about training

procedures, frequency, and how the provider verifies the quality of their service.

Compliance & Safety Protocols
Just as you have to uphold workplace safety, a massage provider does too. Understanding how the provider
maintains safety throughout service delivery is a critical consideration for onsite massage.

TIP: Be sure to ask the following questions of your provider.
What are the provider’s compliance and safety protocols?
Do they meet or exceed government and industry recommendations?
How are they incorporated in service delivery?

Intake & Service Protocols
Ever get a "ONE_SIZE FITS ALL" product? How well did it really fit? Chair Massage can feel the same way when it's
not customized to each person in the chair. Customizing can only be done when an LMT has good information
about the person in their chair. Understanding the intake of pertinent health information and its impact on service
delivery provides assurance that services are appropriately tailored to address each individual’s health condition.

TIP: Be sure to ask the following questions of your provider.
How do LMTs gain an understanding of each employee’s current health status?
How does this information affect their massage?

Request References
Finally, ask and verify the experience of other corporate clients. Better yet, request an
onsite demonstration to personally attest the safety and efficacy of services.

For more information, please call 865.238.4224.
Learn more about TactionRx by visiting tactionrx.com.

